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Kanfit to Exhibit at AERODEF
Manufacturing 2017
Migdal HaEmek, Israel (February 7, 2017) — Kanfit Ltd. announced today that the company
will exhibit at AeroDef Manufacturing 2017 at Booth #238 on March 7-9 at the Fort Worth
(TX) Conference Center. Kanfit is a leading manufacturer of primary and detailed parts, subassemblies and ready to mount assemblies made from composite and metal materials for
aerospace and medical device applications.
Kanfit will showcase products manufactured in autoclave, as well as a full range of aerospace
grade products produced by RTM, LRI, prepregs (oven & vacuum) and wet lay-up. Products to
be displayed include cockpit structures, avionics and main landing gear doors, wing to belly
fairings, chaff and flare magazines, munition parts, airborne and space antennas, tools, jigs,
fixtures, and more.
Kanfit is AS9100C certified and Nadcap accredited for heat treatment, chemical processing and
composites. Kanfit is also certified by Boeing for heat treatment and chemical processing, and
is an approved supplier of Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI), Israel Air Force, Israel Ministry of
Defense, Elbit Systems, BAE Systems, Senior Aerospace (UK), Spirit AeroSystems, ST
Aerospace, Triumph, and other aerospace industry leaders.
Members of the company’s management team will be available to meet with existing and
potential partners and customers during the exhibition. Come visit us a booth #238.
About Kanfit
Kanfit is a built-to-spec / print aerospace engineering company. Kanfit manufactures and
integrates primary and detailed parts, subassemblies and ready-to-mount assemblies made from
composites, and sheet and block metals. Kanfit is one-stop-shop, zero-maintenance
subcontractor, offering an A to Z turnkey solution that shortens production and delivery times
and increases productivity which enables customers to reduce overhead costs of supply chain
management and to save resources. www.kanfit.com
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